Hopkins Center Printing Station Resolution
Sponsor: Nikitha Murugesan, BARS Representative

Having heard many students’ opinions, wishes, and desires for a printing station in the Hopkins for class assignment purposes,

Noting that many students use the Hopkins Center habitually for more than just classes; including but not limited to: group meetings, study areas, and research,

Observing that most major buildings on campus have at least one available printer for students,

Deeply Convinced that having a printer in HC will be of great advantage to students who go to the Hopkins Center frequently, not only fulfilling students’ desires but also decrease the likelihood of late assignments for all classes,

Be it resolved the promotion of turning in assignments on time, add to campus improvement, and to advocate student personal/academic concerns, Student Assembly authorizes the purchase of a new printing station in the Hopkins Center on the 3rd floor south landing. Expenses are listed below as such:

- HP LaserJet Printer (Model: M506dn): $750
- Power installment: $150
- Network installment: $30
- Security Cable: $35

For a total of $965

Note: Printer is to be installed by Information Technology at no cost to the Assembly

Note: Paper supply, toner supply, and any technology complications will be handled by Information Technology and Charles Curtis.

Note: The printer in the Hopkins Center will be placed on the AC Web Print system, and can from there be monitored by IT for diagnostic reports that send notifications and status concerns for ink/toner in the printer at any given moment; once the toner is low IT will replace it.